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Q&A
1) In the event of risk assessing out a second rope, how would one go
about the wording of this within a risk assessment? To ensure that
in the event of an incident, any investigations ran as smooth as
possible, i.e. small tree, two suitable anchor points not possible,
more risk to have two lines, etc but incident does occur....
The answer to this is that, if you really think about it, there will be very few
occasions when you cannot use two systems, e.g. in a small tree you can
still use your lanyard to be compliant.
2) Could we have the Fall from Height incident report in detail?
Yes, this has already been published and is available on the AA website
3) If the industry has the highest frequency of incidents per capita,
and this has been identified as a driver, why is there little appetite
for regulation in order to standardise the “grey area”?
This is really driven by central government and cascades down through the
civil service and the Regulators, e.g. HSE. The principle for some years
now has been that industry should regulate itself where possible. There are
obvious exceptions, of course i.e. Gas Safe, managing asbestos, etc. We
have lobbied hard with HSE to provide more support, but as yet we have
not made any significant progress.
4) Are the guides available now?
The Technical Guide bundle is now live for pre-orders here, but you can
pre-order just the Technical Guide One here.
5) Why are the guides not free to members?
The AA does not have the resources to be able to offer them free,
unfortunately. The cost of this whole development process has been
enormous and although supported with some sponsorship, the Association
is a charity without any external funding.
6) Are the TG Guides available electronically? If so, is there an
associated cost?
At the moment, they are only available as a hard copy.

7) What are the AA and HSE doing to stop people working in trees
without the relevant training and insurance?
All the AA can do is provide information, we don’t have any resource to go
out and police the industry. Unfortunately, the HSE does not have enough
resource to proactively focus on tree work operations, but they will of
course take action reactively - either after an accident, or if they are
informed someone is working illegally.
8) Can you clarify what height a smaller tree is? This is a bit vague.
In relation to using both ends of your rope, it is about the practicability of
your rope still reaching the ground when you descend, with both ends used
on separate anchors.
9) Have automatic belay systems been considered like those used in
indoor climbing walls?
This pretty much what is referred to in 6.5b in TG1: “Use of a backup
device/mobile fall arrester that will move with the user but lock when a
sudden load is applied.” This will probably be the way ahead for many
climbers as manufacturer’s offer equipment designed for arborist use.
10) If you are saying that belaying is acceptable to climb off, shouldn’t
this be taught on the climbing and rescue courses?
Belaying is used on LANTRA basic tree climbing courses as part of rescue
and pole climbing now. It will now be highlighted that it can be used as a
back-up line in tree climbing as well.
11) For clarity and for accessing a crown, can you use two lanyards?
Or does it have to be a main line and a lanyard, so you can
descend to the ground if necessary in the event of an emergency?
To have two lines, anchors and systems the climber would start out with
3 fall protection systems. This may be one long line and two lanyards, but
more commonly two long lines plus a lanyard. The basic principle is that the
climber must have two lines, anchors and systems attached to the tree; one
of the lines must be able to let the climber reach the floor in the event of
self-rescue.
12) Re harness connections - can you attach 2 lines to a device that is
then connected to the harness via a karabiner?
In short, to comply with TG1 - no. Both systems must be connected to the
harness independently, so no piggybacking. A third system can be
piggybacked if the manufacturers allow, like the zigzag 2 and this may well

be helpful for work positioning.
13) How will this be rolled out to all those climbers who are already
qualified? Will they be recalled so they can be retrained in this
new system?
Climbers will not be forced to retrain but under PUWER regulations and
the requirement for training, refreshing skills would be the prudent thing to
do. LANTRA have climbing refresher units available, but people cannot be
forced to refresh.
14) It’s great to see Lantra leading on explaining the update to the
guidance and training requirements. What are NPTC doing to
advise trainers on the updated requirements?
I understand that C&G/NPTC are just launching a complete review of their
‘CS’ unit qualifications, so watch out for further information soon. Both
Lantra and C&G have had to wait, like all industry, until the industry
guidance is launched.
15) So a lanyard still can be used as 2nd anchor instead of two
separated lines?
Yes, an adjustable lanyard, used with your normal primary system, is
compliant, provided it is attached to a load-bearing anchor. However, that
will not normally make a workable system when you need to move around
a whole tree and be connected all the time with two systems. You should
be attached by two systems from the time you leave the ground, to the
time you descend back to the ground. Lanyard and main system is ideal for
spiking though, or working in small garden trees (e.g. fruit trees, etc).
16) How do we access the webinar to watch again at a later date
please?
The webinar recording will be available on the AA’s and the Lantra website.
17) With regards to anchor points - what is the current thinking with
regards to using friction savers (cambium savers)?
Best practice will still be to use cambium savers for main anchors, now we
all need to have two.
18) Why no use of strop whilst finding second anchor?
TG 1 gives us the opportunity, if we need to use it, to drop back to one
anchor. It is not saying you must or should. WAH regulations say that you
should have two and, in most cases, this will become the new normal.

19) How do you assess a suitable limb diameter? I am interested to
see that small beech branch count as an ‘unquestionably reliable’
anchor.
Anchor point selection has not changed in any way, we now just need to
have two. Each climber will make up their own mind about the suitability of
an anchor at the time, and as good practice would dictate, load it and test it
before relying on it.
20) Are we now able to make a single line changeover as
demonstrated by Chalky? This seems to contradict the guidance
given at the last Lantra Update.
TG 1 gives us the opportunity to use one anchor, line and systems if
required, for the short duration task of rope advance/changeover, provided
the climber remains stationary during the process. In training we will still be
teaching the use of two anchors, lines and systems for changeovers, but
the TG1 statement will be delivered in training and its use explained.
21) The Teufelberger Treemotion Evo harness is sold with two
independent bridges but one ring over both bridges. Under the
new rules would each system you climb on have to be attached to
each bridge separately rather than over both?
The Work at Height Regulations does not say anything about harness
attachment; both systems can come back to one bridge. Having two
bridges may well be useful in trying to keep the attachments back to your
harness organized, but it’s not a requirement.
22) Are we going to require two bridges on our harness?
No there is no requirement to have two bridges, but it may be useful in
keeping attachments configured.
23) In Video 2 the situation shown for the unquestionably reliable
anchor point, there was no reason not to have independent anchor
points - my understanding is that this would not be acceptable?
The normal would be to have two lines, anchors and systems at all times
and this should always be the starting point. TG1 allows for a climber to
use two lines on a shared anchor where there is no suitable second
anchor. Video 2 was not suggesting that there was not a suitable second
anchor in that tree, it was demonstrating that the climber must assess the
suitability and make choices of anchor accordingly.

24) Why advocate the reduction to one anchor point on change over
when it is so quick just to lanyard in and have some redundancy?
Many climbers (especially trainees) select pretty unsuitable
anchor points when climbing the tree using alternative rope
technique to advance in the tree.
If you watch all the other Lantra films that were made for this webinar,
you will see that two anchors are taught to trainees on changeovers, as a
normal climbing process. The films shown were to highlight when TG1 says
you can use one anchor.
25) Do all climbers need to renew their competencies?
No, there is no specific requirement to do so, other than the general
requirements of PUWER to ensure that staff are adequately trained.
26) I use rope access to assess trees for features suitable for bats. I
use a single rope and adjustable lanyard. As far as i can tell,
providing I am always on two suitable anchor points, this is still
compliant even though I would be on one line during ascent
change over?
Partly correct, but not completely. The guidance states that you should
be attached to a primary system and backup from the time you leave the
ground, to the time you are back on the ground. So you must have two
points of attachment during ascent and descent. You may reduce to one
attachment for the specific, short duration task of changeover but you must
remain stationary while doing so.
27) Is this now the case that Lantra will be the only refresher training
provider?
No, there is no restriction on where you might access your training.
However, you should always check that the training is compliant with
current ICoP guidance and HSE regulations and that the trainers are
adequately competent to deliver it. Lantra training does meet these
requirements.
28) Is this legislation in force now, or when does/did it come into
place?
The legal requirement has been in place since 2005 when the Work at
Height Regulations came in to being. However, having worked with
industry to provide interpretation, HSE will now take a harder line.

29) It was mentioned it would be breaking the law. Would the
employer be liable if they had provided sufficient equipment,
training and RA? What responsibility rests on team leaders and
each climber?
If your employee did not follow clear instructions then they could be
personally liable, however you would have to show a system of supervision
and review i.e: checks (preferably recorded) that they are following what
you have told them they should. This should be part of the employer’s
management arrangements (as laid out in the Management Regs).
30) With regards to the second rope, just to confirm do both ropes
need to be able to reach the ground?
One line needs to be able to put the climber back to the floor in a
self-rescue. So, you could choose to climb some trees with one long line
and two lanyards etc.
31) If one was working at height with only one line and an accident
occurred, presumably your insurance would be void?
More than likely, as the insurance company would say you must comply
with Working at Height regs, ICoP and Technical Guide 1.
32) Is there a date of compliance for operatives to attend the new
Aerial Rescue Refresher training?
No, there is no deadline, and it is up to individual duty holders to assess
what level of training may be required. In reality, there would not be the
capacity to provide refresher training to everyone within a short time, so
employers should plan and prioritise the necessary refresher training
according to existing staff experience and competence.
33) At what point will the certificates reflect training with the new
regs?
Training has for some time now been working within the Working at Height
Regs. When TG1 is released (which will be very soon), then the
certification will reflect this.
34) Quick question for HSE, I think you just mentioned quickly the
duty for organisations letting contracts but I missed the
reference - can you please refresh me on that please.
My reference was to a duty holder selecting the use of single line working
(now non complaint). In terms of those letting contracts their duty would be
to engage a competent contractor ie: one that knows the current required

standard as being outlined through their trade body here.
35) If you have two bodies in a tree, are you able to justify use of one
rope each (dependent on tree size) to ensure that also, safety for
the climbers from the ground. If there are too many ropes dangling
from a tree, it becomes tedious work to ensure you don’t have
ropes tangled in brash.
Basically, the answer is no, it would not be justified for two climbers in a
tree to have one rope system each, they must both work compliantly.
36) As TG1 has now addressed the use of belaying and fall arrest
devices, the use of the equipment and system will complicate the
rescue of climbers. What is being done to improve the training? I
know from experience often we have our most inexperienced
climbers or newly qualified college students as our second
climber/rescue climbers. Is there any work being done to
create an advanced climbing course, or a paper trail for internal
training to help manage the short falls of some of the ‘greener’
staff within our industry? Thanks for the great work done by all to
get the TG1 and guidance together.
The LANTRA basic tree climbing and rescue course has for some time now
been working with the Working at Height reg, so anyone who did a
LANTRA course up to 12 months ago, would have been trained in two line
working and rescue. Sorry, it’s not possible to comment on the content of
other training.
37) Are there any other countries with this 2 line regulation?
Working at Heights regs is part of European law, so I think all our friends
across the English Channel are watching us with interest.
38) Will IRATA training/qualifications be recognised by LANTRA &
C&G?
If you are asking if a LANTRA climbing and rescue ticket can be awarded
because a person has an IRATA LEVEL 1, then no.
39) We have one of our apprentices sitting his aerial pruning in 3
weeks time, will the qualification still be up to the new standard?
If it’s a City & Guilds or a LANTRA benchmark assessment then they will
have to comply with Working at Height regs and this has been the case for
12 months.

40) What a shame you cannot piggyback a hitch climber on a hitch
climber anymore. With a swivel this is one of the slickest ways to
manage two MRT systems in a broad crown.
The manufacturers are happy for equipment to be piggy backed (hitch
climber/zigzag 2) and this is still acceptable as long as you have a
second attachment to the harness 813 attachment. May I suggest that you
have a swivel that will take two karabiners and put your two hitch climbers
into that. That way, your harness (as long as the harness manufacturer is
happy for you to attach a swivel to their bridge), bridge has one side of the
swivel and a carabiner from each hitch climber is in the other half. You will
still have freedom of movement below the swivel and your two opening
karabiners will be into a closed system on the harness.
41) To confirm based on the question on using two lanyards to
ascend - under normal descending (non self-rescue) the climber
should be on a system that allows for 2 load bearing anchors of
sufficient length to descend to ground level.
Yes, but not necessarily: It would certainly be the norm, after climbing and
working in the tree with your two systems, that you would descend with
those systems, and you must have two points of connection until you reach
the ground (unless in self-rescue mode). However, it would be possible to
achieve this by re-anchoring your lanyard as you descend. I’m not
suggesting that this would be normal, or the most efficient!
42) As an Arboricultural Consultant, I have long since ceased
climbing as an Arborist, however, I do occasionally carry out
inspections of trees for defects and to inspect for evidence of bat
activity/bats. Where does the Consultant stand with regarding to
this i.e. are there any exemptions regarding ‘occasional use’ of a
rope and harness?
No, there are no exemptions for occasional use.
43) Two ropes is workable but what thought has been given to the
longer term health impacts on the climbers of handling 2 ropes
and all the tasks taking longer? Over 10 or 20 years, this wear and
tear will severely shorten arborists working life with back
problems, tennis elbow etc.
It may introduce risks of this nature, although I suspect that the innovative
arborists will work out the best ways to reduce this kind of extra strain over
time. However, if there is a reduction in people falling out of trees, then that
is more important.

44) We used to be encouraged to have an independent rescue line in
the tree, now we have two systems, can we now do away with a
rescue line?
Having a rescue line installed would be down to risk assessment, having
two lines may affect how you now assess some jobs. Will it hamper the
speed of rescue?
45) Can you just clarify please? If you use both ends of your climbing
rope and a flip line, will that be sufficient for the law?
Yes, Working at Heights reg talks about lines, anchors, systems. It does
however not say how long or what they are. TG1 gives more information. If
you can climb and always have two lines, anchors and systems then you
will comply as long as you can get back to the floor.
46) What is the international position on the current guidance &
thinking?
Currently we are the only country implementing this level of rigour, but
there has been a lot of interest from other European countries, and from
the US too. (The webinar was attended by people from 27 different
countries)
47) Why has TG1 gone against Manufacturers guidance in regards to
being able to run 2 systems into 1 (i.e zig zag)
The manufacturer’s guidance still stands. As long as they say you can
piggyback equipment then nobody will contradict that. However, TG1 states
that you must have two fall protection systems and that they must come
back to the harness attachment point independently.
48) TG1 now allows climbing on one long line and a lanyard (or short
line) and going to one for change overs. Will this now become
standard practice, as climbers won’t install a 3rd just for a change
over? What about descent, can you descend on one line?
So the normal way to comply with Working at Heights regs would be using
two lines, two anchors, two systems from when your feet leave the floor till
you put them back down again. TG1 only lets you drop back to one
system for changeover etc. You cannot move up, down etc so it’s not how
we have been working. If you choose to climb with one long line and two
short lanyards, then you would have to leapfrog the lanyard on your way
down so you always had two anchors.

49) How do we police the level of training that is being delivered?
You should always look to ensure that the people delivering the
training meet the requirements of the ICoP shown in the supporting
document.
As an employer, it may well be prudent to ask how a course will be
registered etc, as all LANTRA courses meet the requirements of the ICoP.
However, LANTRA has no control over any course that is not a LANTRA
registered course, some college courses are registered and delivered by
LANTRA instructors. Some independent courses may well be delivered to
the same high standard or even go above the level but again, you should
ask for information to ensure the requirements are met.
50) Before the updated ICoP was published there was talk of an
acceptance to omit the back up during branch walking. This posed
the difficult questions of where to leave and how to retrieve the
omitted system. The ICoP states that is acceptable to omit the
backup for specific tasks, yet does not specify these tasks. The
draft TG1, by my interpretation, suggests that the backup must
be maintained during branch walking. Can the position be
clarified? Will there be an opportunity to see any demonstrations
of managing two systems during branch walking or how
omission and retrieval, if acceptable, may be achieved? How do
I compel an experienced workforce to invest more time, effort and
equipment into their systems of work and reduce productivity with
no increase in safety?
Managing two systems at all times is a requirement and it is a different way
of working than we have been used to; it takes a bit of time and practice,
and maybe some investment in equipment and training. Productivity may
well take a hit in the very short term as the climbers have to learn new skills
or new ways of managing their systems or getting used to new equipment.
As tree climbers, we often forget how long it has taken us to get as
comfortable as we are working at height, and we are not willing to take
what seems like a step back. We also find this with training SRT, lots of
people have a go and dismiss it or only use it for access. Parking one
system - there are lots of ways where it is not necessary to have to park
one of the long lines. If using two moving rope systems, then managing the
friction will play a massive roll in how easy it is to move along branches.
One option is to use one or two SRT systems and have no friction on the
tree. If a climber was at a point where they had too much friction to move
down or along a branch, then one system could be parked or tied off to the
tree, the climber would then maintain a second attachment to the tree with
their lanyard sliding it along as they moved. This way they still
comply with two anchors, two lines and two systems. TG1 gives us the

option to drop down to one anchor/ line/ system as long as we are not
moving or working, this would allow the lanyard to be connected and
disconnected as the branch walk was made. In this scenario the branch
the lanyard was attached to, would have to be suitable as an independent
anchor.
One of the benefits of two climbing systems is that it can help with branch
walking and crown movement. By having one system as a main central
anchor, the second system can be repositioned over the target area
allowing the climber good work positioning. Because we have the second
system with us, we would use it where in the past we may not have asked
for one to be sent up or bothered to redirect.
51) If a climber has an accident using only 1 system, what would
happen?
Working at Height Regs / ICOP /TG1 all state two lines / anchors / systems
are required. If a climber only uses one system then they are breaking the
law, not following industry code of practice and industry guidance, whether
they have an accident or not. It is likely that legal action would be taken.
52) Compliant contractors will not struggle to implement the
requirements of TG1, however it does take more time as a
result they will be undercut on price by those who are unaware
of the changes and those who choose to ignore it and want to
cash in, knowing full well the HSE have little resource to enforce
it. Under such circumstances, how will accident rate data reflect
any potential improvement, and if injuries occur as the
non-compliant companies win more work, how will the changes be
considered a success?
There is no change to this age-old question, as a competent and compliant
company, you will be working and quoting against other compliant
companies. We always have had and always will have those looking for
shortcuts i.e. ‘the cowboys’. Professionalism is always the key in providing
a quality service. As a compliant company I would suggest as others have,
that you inform your clients that changes have taken place within the
industry and some tasks may take a little longer in the short term.
Information from accidents that are reported/ investigated include anchors
etc, if someone wants to mislead an investigation then they will and this
has always been the case.
53) How do you practically ascend a tree with two ropes always
attached? Without either having two ropes in the same area
leading to the separate lines rubbing and possibly damaging

ropes Or climbing above and fighting against your lower line?
Plus, have you any thoughts how to reduce the effect of a second
line on longer branch walks (as the weight of secondary line
almost pulls the climber back)?
The choice of anchors will play a big part in climbing to the final anchor.
Having 3 fall protection systems on the climber from the start will give
anchor options. Sometimes the only available anchor may be a shared
anchor, and in this case the two lines that are over it can be moved
together if the equipment choices are right. For branch walking, having a
high anchor has always been the best starting point. The second anchor
can be very close to this one or it can be moved to offer more support, with
less friction than a redirect.
54) I discussed this with a couple of our climbers and they asked if it
would be possible to omit the backup line when carrying out
rigging operations because of the issues raised by having
multiple climber anchors/ropes, as well as the rigging anchor/
system? Could this differ based on the complexity of the rigging
system, for example drift load transfer or speed line?
To comply, the back-up must stay. We have been using two lines doing
rigging jobs for some time now and the same as climbing with two lines, it’s
a case of getting your head round the ropes and anchors. We have found
that using one or two SRT set ups reduces the number of lines back to the
813 harness attachment.
55) Firstly, draft TG1, section 6, page 31, the backup states:
a. A second independent primary system, i.e. two climbing 		
sytems; this may be referred to as dual-line working.
b. A second primary system formed from the other end of the
climber’s rope, i.e. the climber is using both ends.
c. Use of an adjustable lanyard.
d. Use of a trailed type backup device that will move with the 		
user but lock when a sudden load is applied.
Section D, as written above, is missing from The Working at Height
Report V2 - Summary of key excerpts from TG1. Will this mean a
trailed type backup device will not be accepted for use on the second
line? I appreciate most are presently unsuitable due to the
requirement to attach to a dorsal or sternum point on the harness.
However, there are suitable devices such as the Heightec Quantum
and, no doubt, more will become available.
Secondly, if risk assessed, it seems it will probably be permissible to
be on one line for short duration periods (e.g. for change-overs),

assuming the climber remains stationary. Will this be applicable to,
and during, training?
We need to maintain two fall protection systems at all times, if a
climber wants to use a trailed backup and the manufacturer is happy for it
to be used from an 813 attachment, then it will comply. It may well be that a
trailed second system is used for access and then swapped out for a more
conventional system for work.
TG1 will be taken into account when training and assessing. The main
point about starting with 3 fall protection systems and maintaining 2 at all
times will always be the main starting point for trainees. In training, the
Instructor must ensure safety but will still cover the TG1 point about being
on one system and it may well come up in training when a student has to
drop back to one system.
56) Do both systems have to be long enough to reach the ground?
I’ve heard that we must always have one system that allows us to
reach the ground, but what if my second system is a lanyard or
the other end of my rope? Also, what if my primary system were to
fail and my backup won’t allow me to descend to the ground?
The requirement in TG1 is that “the primary system must be positioned...to
allow the climber an uninterrupted descent to the ground without the need
to re-anchor.” This is mainly to account for the possibility to self-rescue if
the need arises. In a rescue situation, it would be acceptable to reduce to
one system, i.e. to omit the backup.
If the primary system or its anchor were to fail and the backup prevented
the climber from falling out of the tree, then the system has worked. The
climber may still need to be rescued from their position, but a fall from
height has been avoided.
57) How can I realistically carry out good arb pruning work if I can
never climb above an ‘unquestionably reliable’ (what I’d call
‘bomb-proof’) anchor? I might have 4 or 5 metres of tree above the
highest anchor that complies, but need to reduce the upper crown
by 1-2 metres.
TG1 states that it is acceptable to use a ‘positioning anchor’, above and in
addition to the ‘personal fall protection’ anchors, for specific, short duration
tasks during work in small area of the crown.

